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ABSTRACT

National media coverage of high risk wilderness search and rescue missions have sparked rigorous debate about whether those rescued should pay the cost of search and rescue efforts and whether public bodies should require climbers and hikers – or others participating in wilderness recreational activities – to participate in mandatory wilderness education, or carry equipment, such as locator beacons.

The majority of wilderness search and rescue incidents result from poor judgment, lack of physical and mental preparation, or technical knowledge and skills. These failings on the part of recreationalists place both the recreationalist and search and rescue workers at risk. In light of those considerations, this Article looks at existing wilderness regulations intended to improve safety and their effectiveness.

The authors conclude that regulation of wilderness recreation must focus primarily on educating recreationalists rather than mandating the use of particular equipment or imposing liability on recreationalists for search and rescue costs.

In addition, the authors conclude that public bodies must provide reliable and adequate funding for search and rescue operations, equipment, and training. As more people spend time in our nation’s wilderness areas, the cost and number of search and rescue incidents continue to climb. Accordingly, the authors recommend that public bodies implement voluntary search and rescue card programs that provide funding specifically for search and rescue operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At 2:00 A.M. on December 11, 2009, from Timberline Lodge on the south side of Oregon’s Mount Hood, three young but experienced climbers began their ascent of Mount Hood. Before departing, the three obtained a climbing permit at the self-service station at Timberline Lodge and filled out a form that indicated they would return by late afternoon. The form listed their equipment – including ropes, harnesses, crampons, and a cellular phone. They had let loved ones know the route they intended to take and the time they expected to return. But they neither returned as expected, nor contacted their loved ones.

The next day, the local sheriff’s department, aided by volunteers from Portland Mountain Rescue, began its search for these three young climbers. Rescuers found and recovered the body of Luke Gullberg, the most experienced of the three. However, rescuers saw no sign of the other two, and for the next several days, amid national media coverage and challenging weather, continued to search for Anthony Vietti and Katie Nolan with no success. Seven months later, rescuers found the bodies of Vietti and Nolan, still roped together in an ice gully 9,500 feet above Timberline Lodge.

Rescuers, family, and friends will never know exactly what transpired on the mountain that day in December 2009; but, from all the evidence including photographs found on the climbers’ cameras, and the medical examiner’s report, experts have pieced together their tragic story. Most likely, they were descending the mountain, having abandoned their summit attempt when a snow avalanche caused all three to fall between 300 and 500 vertical feet. Vietti and Nolan fell to the foot of the ice gully and were covered with snow, rendered unconscious, and died of hypothermia with otherwise non-life threatening injuries. They were only two feet apart and still roped together when rescuers found their bodies several months later.

Gullberg fell farther out and likely lay unconscious for some time, becoming hypothermic. Upon regaining consciousness and unable to see his climbing companions, he untied his rope, left his pack, and made his way perhaps 1,000 feet down the glacier snow field before he collapsed and succumbed to hypothermia.¹

¹. See Robert Spick, Mount Hood Climbers Died Attempting Reid Headwall Route in December, 2009, TRADITIONAL MOUNTAINEERING (Dec. 14, 2009), http://www.traditionalmountaineering.org/News_Hood_ReidHeadwall_ThreeDie.htm. The story of these three climbers personally impacted the life of one of the authors of this Article and became the impetus for this Article.
National media coverage of the Gullberg, Vietti, and Nolan tragedy, like other tragedies before it, sparked rigorous debate about who should pay the cost of search and rescue ("SAR") efforts\(^2\) and whether public bodies should require climbers, or others participating in wilderness recreational activities, to participate in mandatory wilderness education or carry locator beacons that would assist searchers in locating those who are lost or injured in the wilderness.\(^3\)

Despite the debate about SAR costs and safety regulation, wilderness recreation – defined broadly here as encompassing activities carried out for enjoyment on federal, state, or locally owned land where “earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor”\(^4\) – has remained relatively unregulated.\(^5\) Traditionally, those who participate in wilderness recreation have borne the risk associated with those activities and have been responsible for their own safety. As a country, we value the wilderness for the chance to get away from the structured and busy

\(^2\) See David A. Graham, A Mountain of Bills: Who Should Have to Pay to Rescue Stranded Climbers?, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 19, 2009, available at http://www.newsweek.com/who-should-pay-rescue-stranded-climbers-75845 (revealing that National Park Service spent nearly $5 million on search and rescue in 2008); see also Letters to the Editor, Guilt, Fear Drives Argument about Mount Hood Beacons, OREGONIAN (Dec. 23, 2009, 4:00 AM), http://blog.oregonlive.com/myoregon/2009/12/guilt_fear_drives_argument_abo.html ("If beacons are to be mandatory, the mandate should apply to all users of the outdoors, not just 3 percent of those who get into trouble. Why should a climber have to take a beacon while a hunter or ATV rider is allowed to risk his life with no such protection?"); Allan Brattman, Objectivity? Reporter Feels Families’ Pain in Mount Hood Tragedy, OREGONIAN (Dec. 19, 2009, 7:28 AM), http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2009/12/objectivity_reporter_feels_fam.html (noting that “[h]ow people approached this event may boil down to the values, experiences and emotional baggage they brought along”).


\(^4\) The definition adopted here is taken in part from the definition of “wilderness” in the Wilderness Act of 1964. See Wilderness Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-577, 78 Stat. 890 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-1136 (2006)). As used throughout this Article, “wilderness” encompasses any area that is untrammeled by man, not just those areas designated as wilderness under state, local, or federal law.

\(^5\) While federally recognized wilderness areas and park systems are highly regulated, few safety regulations govern the requirements for wilderness activities such as climbing and hiking. Those regulations that could be classified as safety regulations, such as camping and fire regulations, are beyond the scope of this Article. See, e.g., 36 C.F.R. § 2.13 (2011) (regulating building fires in national parks); 36 C.F.R. § 2.4 (2011) (regulation possession, carrying, and use of weapons, traps, and nets); 36 C.F.R. § 2.10 (2011) (regulating camping and food storage in designated camping areas).
lives we lead for the opportunity to be a part of the world, unchanged by man.\textsuperscript{6} Individuals venture into these wilderness areas to hike, climb, hunt, or engage in other activities that can only be experienced in the wild. Solitude, beauty, personal challenge, and physical and spiritual exhilaration rank high among the reasons folks seek wilderness recreation. But those who venture into the wilderness know, or should know, that these activities have inherent risks, including the risk of injury and death that can result from variations in terrain, falling snow, ice, and rock, severe weather, and, of course, the risk of simply getting lost. Thus, with these inherent risks, safety is a primary concern in all wilderness activities. Undoubtedly, there is not a solution that eliminates all risk of death or injury to those who enjoy the outdoors, but there are solutions that individuals and public bodies may choose in order to reduce the need for SAR and associated SAR costs.

Because of the inherent risks as well as poor judgment, lack of physical and mental preparation, or technical knowledge and skills, hundreds of individuals in the United States die or suffer severe injuries every year while participating in wilderness activities. In turn, SAR workers and volunteers who aid those lost or injured in the wilderness are placed at risk of injury or death, and public dollars typically fund those SAR efforts. When individuals exercise poor judgment, lack physical and mental preparation and technical knowledge, and fail to remain informed of weather conditions or exercise common sense, they place SAR workers needlessly at risk, forcing rescuers to race against the clock while attempting to persevere through unpredictable weather and challenging environments.

In fact, the vast majority of wilderness SAR incidents, whether those incidents involve climbers, hikers, hunters, or others, result from lack of preparedness and poor judgment by individual recrea-

\textsuperscript{6} Over the last 130 years, the wilderness and park systems in the United States have provided hundreds of millions of people the opportunity to enjoy the wilderness. Our national park system includes more than eighty-four million acres in all fifty states. \textit{See} CHARLES R. "BUTCH" FARABEE, JR., \textit{Forward to Death, Daring, and Disaster: Search and Rescue in Our National Parks} (1998). However, Congress passed the Organic Act in 1916, which created both the national park system and the National Park Service (NPS). \textit{See} National Park Service Organic Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (2006) (indicating authority for administering Organic Act). Under the Organic Act, the NPS is to manage the national parks “to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner . . . as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.” \textit{Id}. In addition, state, county, and city parks and wilderness reserves offer thousands of additional destinations that include backcountry areas.
In response, over the past twenty years, some local and state governments have passed legislation that allows a public body to seek reimbursement for SAR costs. Public bodies also have imposed or considered imposing equipment requirements on recreationalists such as mandating life jackets for boating activities, or carrying cell phones or other signaling devices. In addition, the federal government has enacted preventive SAR ("PSAR") legislation and imposed regulations recommending, and in some instances, mandating, that recreationalists watch educational training programs live, or by video, before engaging in wilderness or "backcountry" activities at certain national parks.

The question remains whether any of these regulatory actions achieve their safety goals of reducing injury or death or reducing the number of, and costs associated with, SAR incidents. This Article seeks to answer those questions and provide guidance for those public bodies contemplating safety regulation of wilderness activities.


8. Many public bodies decline to pursue reimbursement for SAR costs on the advice of the SAR community. This is because a delay by a person in reporting the need for rescue actually increases the costs and dangers of the rescue for SAR team members. For a detailed discussion on how charge-for-rescue laws have limited effect and fail to provide funding, see infra notes 180-184 and accompanying text.

9. See 323 Mass. Code Regs. 2.07 (2013) (mandating that kayakers and canoeists wear lifejackets in particular seasons); see also Massachusetts Environmental Police Remind Canoeists and Kayakers of Lifejacket Regulations, Mass. Dep’t of Energy & Env’t (Sept. 14, 2012), http://www.mass.gov/eea/pr-2012/120914-life-jackets.html ("Lifejacket wear throughout the year is smart boating, and a recommended standard practice by the Environmental Police, but not until September 15 does it become required for canoeists and kayakers due to dropping air and water temperatures.").

10. See H.B. 2509, 74th Leg. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Or. 2007) (H.B. 2509 would have required individuals or groups ascending above 10,000 feet on Mount Hood to carry at least one two-way, electronic communication device (e.g. radio or cell phone) in addition to "a global positioning system receiver, a personal locator beacon transmitter, a Mount Hood mountain locator unit, or another comparable device").

11. These educational programs include, among many others, Mount McKinley in Alaska. See Bob Janiskee, Climbing Is Capped at Mount McKinley and Climbers Are Left to Wonder What’s Next, Nat’l. Parks Traveler (Dec. 2, 2008, 3:00 AM), http://www.nationalparkstraveler.com/2008/12/climbing-capped-mount-mckinley-and-climbers-are-left-wonder-what-s-next (explaining that NPS imposed annual cap of 1,500 Mount McKinley climbers per year because of crowding, lack of park resources, environmental issues, and safety concerns). In addition, when an individual or group submits a Backcountry Permit Request to Grand Canyon National Park, the park sends the permit holder a hiking video unless the permit holder indicates that he or she already has a copy of the video. See Grand Canyon National Park Backcountry Permit Request Form, U.S. Nat’l Park Serv. (2013), available at http://www.nps.gov/grca/planyourvisit/upload/permit-request.pdf.
A historical perspective of wilderness recreation and SAR operations provides context for current regulatory trends and policies. Thus, this Article first looks at this rich history, focusing primarily on how SAR efforts have changed as more and more people seek to escape urban life to enjoy the wilderness. In addition, this Article looks at SAR operations, including the type of activities and other factors that give rise to SAR incidents and the nature and costs of SAR operations. This historical background sheds light on the specific concerns that have emerged in recent years around wilderness recreation and safety.

Against this backdrop, lawmakers can evaluate current regulations and, if necessary or desirable, craft new legislation that balances the interests of those who seek solitude with the interests of enhancing safety through technology, or other means, to reduce the number of SAR incidents. Accordingly, this Article reviews current and proposed regulations, including charge-for-rescue and other statutes, that lawmakers have promoted as primarily safety regulations aimed at saving lives and reducing the strain on scarce federal, state, and local financial resources.

Finally, this Article analyzes the effectiveness of various regulations and whether they have improved wilderness safety, reduced SAR incidents, or the strain on resources. The Article concludes that regulatory efforts, if any, to improve wilderness safety and the cost and number of SAR incidents should focus on prevention, such as developing wilderness education programs, and expending resources on SAR training and equipment. Focusing on these areas will directly address key concerns: reduced injury and death, fewer SAR incidents, and, ultimately, reduced strain on scarce public resources.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: WILDERNESS RECREATION AND SAR IN THE UNITED STATES

To enact effective laws or develop programs that improve wilderness safety, lawmakers first need a historical perspective on wilderness activities and SAR operations, as well as an understanding of the various circumstances that lead to wilderness SAR incidents and the cost of such SAR operations. Once lawmakers have a clear perspective on these issues, they can evaluate whether existing laws have effectively achieved the goals of improved safety, reduced costs, and, ultimately, discern whether additional regulation is necessary. This backdrop could shape the policies that will ultimately drive the regulation of wilderness activities and SAR operations.
A. History of SAR Operations

SAR operations have evolved dramatically since the frontier days. In the early days of the frontier, the operations involved informal individual efforts that relied upon happenstance and limited knowledge of terrain and circumstances to make rescue possible. Today, SAR operations are highly coordinated, technical, and advanced operations that involve coordinated local, state, and national humanitarian efforts.

In the early frontier days, those who ventured into the wilderness knew they did so at their own risk and typically prepared for the dangers they would encounter. Early travelers to the national parks, who were often affluent recreationalists, were not long removed from their life of frontier survival and knew that they had to rely on their own skill and good judgment as SAR assistance was minimal at best. “[N]o well-equipped rescue teams, government agencies . . . satellite-based radios . . ., or helicopters [were available] for quick evacuation” to provide a sure-fire rescue.12

Prior to the first formal SAR operations, there were, no doubt, countless efforts to aid fellow wilderness travelers who were lost, injured, or in other imminent distress. Those who embarked on rescue efforts did so without a legal obligation13 or any expectation of reimbursement of rescue expenses. They engaged in a humanitarian act. Indeed, the search for and rescue of those in peril has been, and remains, “among the most humanitarian of acts,” a belief that still permeates any conversation of SAR today.14

As outdoor activity changed from the frontier days of discovery to the more recreational activities seen today, the types, costs, and complexities of rescue have also changed. In the early years of transition from the frontier days to modern times, informal SAR teams formed when well-equipped locals, knowledgeable of the terrain and conditions, were called upon to assist those lost or in danger in the mountains or wilderness areas.15 Although military personnel and park rangers often helped coordinate SAR missions, it was not

12. See FARABEE, supra note 6, at 25.
13. American common law traditionally recognized no duty to rescue a person in distress. “The early common law was highly individualistic; it was feared that judicial intervention in social and economic affairs would sap men of their self-reliance” and so the common law rejected a legal duty to rescue others. See Jay Silver, The Duty to Rescue: A Reexamination and Proposal, 26 WM. & MARY L. REV. 423, 424 (1985).
until 1926 when a group of outdoor enthusiasts formed the first land-based SAR organization.\footnote{Farabe, supra note 6, at 98.} That Oregon-based organization, the Crag Rats, formed as a volunteer mountain rescue and SAR organization. Initially made up of local businessmen, ranchers, and lumbermen, the Crag Rats remains the oldest mountain rescue organization in the country.\footnote{Id.} Over the next several decades, hundreds of volunteer SAR groups formed across the states. These organizations, made up of skilled outdoor enthusiasts familiar with the local terrain and conditions saved thousands of lives, educated other volunteers, and performed an important public duty.

In the 1940s, the advent of World War II had a tremendous impact on the development of SAR in the United States. In 1941, after urging from the leaders of the National Ski Patrol and the National Ski Association, the United States established the first of America’s Mountain Troops.\footnote{Id. at 140.} Later that year, the War Department, with the aid of experienced mountaineers, designed and refined equipment used by mountaineers and SAR teams.\footnote{Id. at 144.} In 1944, the War Department published the first field guide and handbook for SAR and climbing.\footnote{Id. at 285–86.}

Over the next thirty years, in place of informal and local groups, state legislatures gradually began expressly designating agencies responsible to oversee SAR operations – which often required the efforts of both paid and volunteer rescuers. During this time, it became apparent to those involved with SAR efforts that a more coordinated effort would make SAR efforts more efficient, and that SAR workers and volunteers could use more sophisticated medical training.\footnote{Id. at 285–86.} In 1970, a group of representatives from five states formed the National Association of Search and Rescue (“NASAR”), which became, and remains, an inter-agency liaison for dozens of SAR groups and agencies nationally.\footnote{Farabe, supra note 6, at 285.} In addition, in 1973, the federal government created the Interagency Committee on Search and Rescue (“ICSAR”) to coordinate SAR at the federal level and implement the National Search and Rescue Plan.\footnote{Id.}

Today, at the federal level, several agencies hold responsibility for SAR response. The National Search and Rescue Committee,
the interagency committee that oversees the National Search and Rescue Plan under the Homeland Security Department, oversees and coordinates SAR activities touching on federal lands. Under that plan, the United States Coast Guard (Coast Guard) oversees maritime SAR operations. The National Park Service ("NPS") provides civil SAR services on lands and waters administered by the NPS, assists national park and national monument visitors, and aids authorities in neighboring jurisdictions, including state, local, and tribal entities, with emergency response. These SAR operations, including emergency medical aid, are conducted in a wide variety of environments such as remote, rural, and roadless areas; lakes, rivers and oceans; and deserts, mountains, and caves. These SAR operations often require extended response times and the use of specialized equipment.

For incidents primarily local or intrastate in character, state and local authorities retain SAR responsibilities within their boundaries. These local authorities hold responsibility for land-based SAR operations and oversight usually falls on sheriff and fire departments or other state agencies, such as fish and wildlife departments. Many local organizations also heavily rely upon volunteer groups such as the Crag Rats and Portland Mountain Rescue to supplement or lead SAR efforts in their jurisdictions.

As coordinated SAR operations have evolved, the result has been SAR operations at the local, state, and national level that blend expertise in SAR operations, more efficient response, and the ability to better address medical emergencies in the field.

B. Factors Leading to SAR Incidents

Formal creation of SAR organizations, advances in SAR training, and coordinated efforts have been a positive step in allowing public bodies to provide safe and effective rescues. However, despite these improvements and increased regulation, wilderness SAR

25. Id. at 5-7.
26. Id. at 7.
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costs and incidents continue to increase nationally.28 Wilderness SAR incidents arise for a variety of reasons and in a variety of settings, such as participants’ lack of adequate preparation or unexpected weather changes. While the NPS and many states keep records of SAR activities, it is difficult to use those separate records to provide a thorough picture of SAR data nationally because metrics and forms of measurement vary by jurisdiction. Nonetheless, a review of available data provides some insight into the nature of, and factors leading to, SAR incidents.

The activities that lead to SAR incidents cut across all forms of recreational activities. However, data from federal and state public bodies indicate that hiking29 and boating account for the greatest number of SAR incidents.30 In the national parks, between 1992 and 2007, hiking accounted for 48% of SAR incidents and boating accounted for 21% of SAR incidents.31 In addition, of all SAR incidents that involved deaths, hiking was the most common cause at 22%; and, most SAR operations were commenced because a person was lost or did not return when expected.32 State SAR reports


29. The International Search and Rescue Incident Database (ISRID), a database that includes SAR information from several countries and public bodies in the United States, shows that the greatest number of SAR incidents arise because hikers are lost or report late. See Robert J. Koester, Lost Person Behavior (2008).


31. Heggie & Amundson, supra note 30, at 244.

32. Lloyd Athearn, Climbing Rescues in America: Reality Does Not Support ‘High-Risk, High-Cost’ Perception, Am. Alpine Club (May 19, 2005), http://www.traditionalmountaineering.org/AAC_Rescues.pdf (stating day hiking in national parks in
closely track the federal data, as does data collected on the International Search and Rescue Incident Database.\textsuperscript{33} This data can provide useful guidance to public bodies that are looking for statistics-driven reasoning to create efficiencies in SAR programs. Ideally, collecting data locally or regionally provides the best information because of differences in geography, terrain, weather, and activities available to recreationalists.

In addition to the activities that lead to SAR incidents, the circumstances that lead to SAR incidents range from unavoidable circumstances to reckless conduct engaged in by the recreationalist. While some incidents arise from unavoidable circumstances and deliberately illegal conduct, most incidents arise because of reckless, careless, unskilled, or uninformed actions.\textsuperscript{34} Errors in judgment, fatigue, and poor physical condition account for most incidents in national parks.\textsuperscript{35} Insufficient equipment, clothing, and training also serve as significant factors leading to SAR incidents.\textsuperscript{36} Conversely, weather, equipment failure, and darkness account for only a small percentage of SAR incidents.\textsuperscript{37}

C. SAR Costs and Funding

Most SAR operations occur at the expense of public bodies and volunteer organizations that conduct those SAR operations, not those individuals who benefit, i.e., those who are rescued. Under the National SAR Plan, federal agencies may not delay responses to persons in danger or distress because of cost reimbursement delays; nor may agencies subsequently seek cost-recovery from persons assisted in SAR operations.\textsuperscript{38} Similarly, most state and local agencies lack authority to seek cost-recovery from persons assisted in SAR operations. That cost allocation is consistent with the primary mission of SAR organizations to “save lives, not just the lives of those who can afford to pay the bill.”\textsuperscript{39} Thus, federal, state, and

\textsuperscript{33} See generally, Koester, supra note 29.


\textsuperscript{35} See id.

\textsuperscript{36} See id.


\textsuperscript{38} See NAT’L SEARCH & RESCUE PLAN, supra note 24, at 13.

\textsuperscript{39} NASAR Position Statement Billing for Search and Rescue Operations, supra note 14. During his speech at the U.S. Naval Institute Conference on Apr. 22, 1999,
local governmental agencies spend millions of taxpayer dollars annually on search and rescue operations that aid a small number of individuals who venture into the wilderness. This section looks at the rising cost and incidence of SAR operations, as well as funding sources for those operations.

SAR operations, once commenced, “normally continue until all reasonable hope of rescuing survivors has passed.” Thus, a single SAR operation can cost as little as a few hundred dollars to well over $100,000. In the national parks, for the fifteen-year period from 1992 to 2007, there were 78,488 individuals involved in 65,439 SAR incidents. Based on those figures, the NPS, on average, responded to over eleven SAR incidents each day. The average cost of a SAR operation during that same period ran $895 and the NPS reported total SAR costs of approximately $58.5 million. These average numbers do not tell the whole story. Often SAR expenses run in the tens of thousands of dollars or even in excess of $100,000 for single multi-day searches involving large teams of highly trained personnel, helicopters, or other sophisticated equipment.

In addition, SAR costs have steadily increased. Between 2003 and 2012, the NPS’s annual SAR expenses increased from $3.4 million to over $5.3 million. Data available from state agencies indicates a similar trend. For example, in New Hampshire, the average annual cost of SAR expenditures between 2007 and 2012 increased from $207,000 to $360,000.


40. See NAT’L SEARCH & RESCUE PLAN, supra note 24, at 18.
41. The average cost of SAR operations at Denali National Park and Preserve and Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve in Alaska is between $18,000 and $29,000. However, the average cost of most SAR operations in the national parks is significantly lower, running about $1,340. Arizona reported SAR expenses of over $170,000 for the evacuation of campers in Havasu Canyon, near Grand Canyon National Park, when flash flooding threatened the lives of over 250 people. Arizona Officials Have an Important Message for Lost or Injured Outdoor Enthusiasts: Don’t Fear a Big Bill, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Nov. 21, 2009, available at 2009 WLNR 23524945.
42. Heggie & Amundson, supra note 30, at 228 (discussing total SAR accidents in national parks from 1992-2007).
43. Id. (noting average cost of each SAR accident and total costs of all SAR accidents).
Funding for SAR operations come from various sources. The NPS receives funding from three sources. For SAR operations that cost less than $500, funding comes from base park accounts – i.e., the operating accounts for the parks where the incidents occur – and donations. For SAR incidents that cost more than $500, funding comes from a national SAR Account, which consists of funding from other NPS accounts, including maintenance, visitor services, new construction, and new land acquisitions.

Funding for SAR operations that occur outside of national parks and waters covered by the Coast Guard come from the budgets of county and state agencies that oversee rescue operations within their boundaries. Some of those agencies allocate money from their general funds while others allocate money from designated SAR funds that receive money through the sale of permits, licenses, fines, and similar sources. In addition, volunteer organizations, particularly mountain rescue organizations, bear a significant cost burden for SAR operations through volunteer hours and donations.

As SAR costs continue to climb, more public bodies may find SAR expenses exceed SAR annual budgets. New Hampshire’s Fish and Game Department, for example, is self-funded through money received primarily through the sale of fishing and hunting licenses, as well as snowmobile and ATV registrations. Over the past several years, SAR expenses have exceeded revenues. As a result, the legislature has studied a range of options to provide more suitable funding for SAR and is currently considering a bill that would allow hikers and climbers to voluntarily purchase a “hike safe” card. The proposed annual fee for a hike safe card would be $25 for an individual or $35 for a family. The voluntary hike safe card program

45. See Oregon SAR 2012 Report, supra note 28 (noting how financial numbers often do not include volunteer hours).
46. See Heggie & Amundson, supra note 30, at 228.
47. See Ward et al., supra note 28.
48. See Heggie & Amundson, supra note 30, at 228.
49. See Athearn, supra note 32. For example, in Oregon, for every paid hour of time spent searching for or rescuing wilderness travelers, volunteers put in between 1 hour and 11 minutes (for boating SAR operations) to five hours and forty-two minutes of volunteer time (for climbing SAR operations). See id.
51. See id.
is similar to the card program in Colorado and SAR Fund programs in Utah and Wyoming. However, if the New Hampshire program passes, the hike safe card program would work in conjunction with the state’s charge-for-rescue statute, which allows the state to bill those who are rescued for SAR expenses if the person acted negligently. Under the proposed bill, the state could not bill the person rescued if the person has a current hike safe card, hunting or fishing license, or snowmobile, ATV or boat registration.

III. Regulations Imposed on Recreationalists

Since the late 1980s, lawmakers in several jurisdictions have enacted or considered enacting safety regulations focusing on four key areas: (A) charge-for-rescue laws that permit public bodies to recover SAR costs from those who benefit from SAR operations as a way to encourage responsible activity; (B) PSAR programs and safety orientation programs, which focus on safety education and often require recreationalists to pay a permit or registration fee and complete a safety orientation before receiving a backcountry permit; (C) equipment regulations, which mandate the use or carrying of certain equipment by recreationalists; and (D) mandatory SAR insurance coverage for certain activities. This section provides an overview of those regulations.

A. Charge-for-Rescue: SAR Cost Recovery Laws

One recently implemented practice, although not frequently used by public bodies, is to charge individuals for rescue. Although charging individuals for the cost of rescue contravenes federal policy and the policy of most rescue agencies and organizations in the country, a growing number of public bodies have passed SAR cost recovery statutes or regulations that permit SAR cost recovery.


56. See Atchern, supra note 32, at 5. The Mountain Rescue Association, which represents over ninety volunteer rescue groups in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. opposes charging for rescue services, and “no MRA-affiliated rescue team currently charges for rescue services.” Id. The no charge policy for SAR services is consistent with the common law “free public services doctrine.” Under that doctrine, an agency, state, or municipality, may not recover costs incurred while carrying out public services—such as rescue operations—unless a legislative enactment permits recovery. See id.
Public bodies also have looked to, and relied upon, general civil and criminal statutes and regulations as a means to recover SAR costs. When considering whether to enact SAR recovery statutes and regulations, states have weighed several factors, including agency policy, the potential safety risks of charging for rescue—such as delay by the lost or injured party in seeking help—and the discretionary nature of SAR operations.\(^\text{57}\)

The recent shift to recover SAR costs is due, in part, to the rising cost of SAR operations that strain public financial resources, the increasing number of people spending time in wilderness recreational areas, and the belief that these laws will improve wilderness safety by encouraging better preparation and discouraging reckless behavior.\(^\text{58}\) This section provides an overview of the types of laws used by public bodies to recover SAR costs. In particular, it first looks at statutes and regulations that permit federal agencies to recover costs in limited circumstances. This section then looks at state charge-for-rescue statutes, focusing in particular on the persons from whom public bodies may recover SAR costs, the dollar limits on SAR cost recovery, and the conduct that triggers liability under these statutes.

1. **SAR Cost Recovery by Federal Agencies**

Federal policy expressly prohibits agencies from billing those rescued for SAR expenses.\(^\text{59}\) Nonetheless, federal agencies may recover SAR expenses from a person whose unlawful conduct leads to government action, such as disorderly conduct, interfering with a governmental function, or providing false information that might lead to an unnecessary search or prevent the initiation of a necessary search.\(^\text{60}\) These federal provisions impose criminal sanctions as a means to deter behavior that may place others at risk and, secondarily, allow recovery of damages, which may include recovery of SAR costs. In so doing, these laws discourage criminal conduct that places others in harm’s way.

---

58. See Travis W. Heggie & Tracey M. Heggie, supra note 37, at 23 (2009).
60. See 36 C.F.R. § 2.32 (2012).
Providing False Report or Information

Under federal law, the Coast Guard and the NPS may impose criminal penalties and recover SAR costs when a person provides false information that might lead to an unnecessary search or prevent the initiation of a necessary search. Although the federal anti-hoax law has long allowed the Coast Guard to recover SAR costs, in 1991 Congress amended the law to add stiff criminal penalties following an incident in which a hoax call resulted in the death of two anglers. A man and his son aboard the Sol E Mar off Nantucket, Massachusetts, transmitted a distress signal indicating their boat was taking on water. Someone else interrupted that distress signal, identifying himself as the Sol E Mar, and gave additional details, but then began laughing. The Coast Guard radio operator believed the two calls were part of a hoax, and the Coast Guard did not respond. Sadly, the Coast Guard later learned that the initial call, made by the fisherman and his son, was an actual distress call. The Sol E Mar capsized and the two men drowned.

Because federal law only allowed reimbursement for SAR costs, the Coast Guard could not pursue criminal penalties against the hoax caller. Following that incident, Congress amended the law to allow the imposition of criminal and civil penalties, including a prison term of up to six years, fines up to $300,000, as well as financial responsibility for all SAR costs. The Coast Guard has used that law on several occasions.

In addition to the Coast Guard hoax law, the NPS regulations permit recovery of all costs incurred, including SAR costs, when an individual knowingly provides false information to an individual investigating an accident or knowingly makes a false report that “causes a response by the United States to a fictitious event.” The NPS regulations apply to any circumstance where a park user provides false information, including when a person initiates a false report or provides information that results in a SAR operation.


63. 36 C.F.R. § 2.32 (2012).
b. Interfering with Agency Functions and Disorderly Conduct

The NPS has used both its “interfering with agency function” regulation\(^{64}\) and its “disorderly conduct” regulation to recover SAR costs when a park user puts rescuers and others at risk by “creating a hazardous condition.”\(^{65}\) Under the NPS disorderly conduct regulation, a person creates a hazardous condition by “deliberately disregarding a substantial and justifiable risk of creating a hazardous or physically offensive condition of which they are aware.”\(^{66}\) Though the regulation does not expressly apply to SAR services, a claim filed against a park user for creating a hazardous condition may result in the user paying damages resulting from his or her negligent conduct, which may include SAR costs.

Park rangers in several national parks have used that provision to cite climbers and other recreationalists whose actions or lack of adequate equipment contributed to dangerous situations requiring rescue or putting others at risk.\(^{67}\) The most publicized use of these regulations occurred in 2009 when the NPS issued a citation to a climber on Mount McKinley. The climber, from Croatia, insisted on a helicopter evacuation off of Mount McKinley when there was nothing medically wrong with her.\(^{68}\) The bizarre tale began on the popular West Buttress route, which has rangers and volunteers stationed at 7,200 feet, 14,200 feet, and usually 17,200 feet.\(^{69}\) On the ascent, the climber stopped at 15,800 feet to descend while her climbing partner continued.\(^{70}\) She then called 911 because “her partner had her stove and her tent.”\(^{71}\) She arrived at the 14,200 foot camp with only “a slight limp and with no assistance” and admitted making the call to 911 concerning her equipment.\(^{72}\) Her

\(^{64}\) Id.

\(^{65}\) 36 C.F.R. § 2.34 (2012) (providing regulation prohibiting disorderly conduct in national parks).

\(^{66}\) U.S. v. Albers, 226 F.3d 989, 995 (9th Cir. 2000) (articulating standard for determining whether person acted recklessly and, therefore, violated 36 C.F.R. § 2.36(a)(4) (2011)).

\(^{67}\) See Athearn, supra note 32, at 7; see also Citation Issued for Grand Teton Rescue Triggered by SPOT Locator Device, Nat’l Park Serv. (Sept. 29, 2011), http://www.nps.gov/grte/parknews/news-release-11-89.htm (reporting citations issued to climbers for disorderly conduct and creating hazardous conditions).

\(^{68}\) See Beth Bragg, ‘Attitude’ Sickness Halted Denali Climber, Anchorage Daily News (May 20, 2010), http://www.adn.com/2010/05/19/1286141/attitude-sickness-halted-denali.html (reporting that National Park Service issued citation for “interfering with agency function” to hiker who suffered no injury but refused to descend Mount McKinley without air support).

\(^{69}\) Id.

\(^{70}\) Id.

\(^{71}\) Id.

\(^{72}\) Id.
partner agreed to return to the 14,200 foot camp to return the gear, but that was not the end of the 911 calls leading to the eventual citation.73

Later the same evening, the climber made a satellite phone call to family or friends in Croatia, who then called someone in Tacoma, Washington, who in turn called the 911 operator. That operator transferred the call to Alaska operators, who then called park rangers. At 2:00 A.M., a ranger went from his tent to the climber’s tent, about a hundred meters away. Aside from some pain in the arch of her foot, they found nothing wrong with the climber. However, they agreed to pay two guides to assist her down the mountain.74 At the last minute, the climber declined to make use of the guides and insisted on an aerial rescue.75 Over six days, rangers attempted to talk her into walking off the mountain, but the climber refused.76

Park rangers, some with over ten years of experience stated they had “never before encountered an able-bodied climber who flat-out refused to climb.”77 For almost six days, rangers refused to fly her off the mountain because the high-altitude and location created a high-risk helicopter operation.78

Eventually the climber was air lifted off the mountain and received “a rare citation for ‘interfering with agency function’ and creating a hazardous situation.”79 Due to the NPS’s no-charge for rescue policy, the citation provided the agency the only means it had to punish or deter wrongful conduct that jeopardized the safety of SAR personnel and others.

2. SAR Cost Recovery Under State and Local Law

Only a handful of states have enacted laws that expressly permit SAR cost recovery. Those laws vary with respect to the persons from whom a state may recover SAR costs, the type of costs and dollar amounts recoverable, the type of conduct – i.e., negligent, intentional, knowing, reckless, or some other standard – that triggers the public body’s right to recover SAR costs, and whether the

73. Id.
74. See Bragg, supra note 68.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id.
agency has a legal duty to seek SAR costs. This section looks at the various approaches states have taken.80

a. Persons from Whom Public Bodies May Recover SAR Costs

Statutes vary with respect to the persons from whom a public body may recover SAR costs. Most states allow recovery from any person who benefitted from the SAR operation or was rescued.81 However, some states restrict the scope of liability when the person who is the subject of the SAR operation is a minor or has died. For example, Idaho allows recovery of SAR costs from any person who is eighteen years of age or older, but expressly prohibits recovery from the person’s family, heirs, or assigns.82 California, which modeled its statute after Idaho’s statute, is similar.83 Conversely, Hawaii has expanded the scope of liability. Hawaii allows recovery of SAR costs from any person who “ultimately benefitted” from the SAR operation; however, it also permits recovery from the “estate, guardians, custodians, or other entity responsible for the person’s safety,” or any “entity responsible for placing the person in the position of danger.”84 By expanding the scope of financial responsibility for SAR costs, Hawaii has alternative parties from whom it may recover costs when the subject of the SAR operation has died, is a minor, or does not have financial resources.

Unlike other state SAR cost recovery statutes that apply broadly to any person who benefits from a SAR operation, Oregon’s SAR cost recovery statute only applies to persons using “wilderness areas or unpopulated forested or mountainous recreational areas.” Thus, Oregon only imposes liability for SAR costs arising from

80. This Article only looks at SAR cost recovery statutes that apply to individuals, not professional outfitters. Some states have separate statutes that impose equipment requirements or SAR liability on professional outfitters. See CO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 33-32-108 (West 2013) (holding outfitters strictly liable for SAR expenses associated with river running activity); OR. REV. STAT ANN. § 404.103 (West 2014) (requiring paid guides of organized groups that include children under 18 to carry altimeter, contour map, and compass, if traveling above timberline).

81. See, e.g., CAL. GOV’T CODE § 53159 (West 2014); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 6-2401 (West 2014).

82. See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 6-2401 (indicating hybrid strict liability standard, thereby placing emphasis on proximate cause, limiting liability, or providing broad affirmative defense).

83. See CAL. GOV’T CODE § 53159 (limiting liability through hybrid liability standard where liability is with person who violates law or with “parent or parents of a minor child” and does not extend to “his or her family, heirs, or assigns”).

84. HAW. REV. STAT. § 137-2(a)(1)-(3) (West 2014).
c. Conduct That Triggers Liability for SAR Costs

The type of conduct that triggers SAR cost recovery statutes varies from state to state. Some statutes allow the public body to recover for any SAR operation. Others allow the public body to
recover SAR costs when a person either fails to use reasonable care, i.e., acts negligently, or engages in wrongful conduct, such as violating a law or warning, or acting in a manner that places the person or others at risk.

Only the state of Maine, and some local public bodies, permit recovery of SAR costs regardless of whether the individual engaged in wrongful or negligent conduct. Under Maine’s charge-for-rescue statute, the Commissioner of the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife “may recover all costs directly related to a specific search and rescue operation” from the person who was the subject of the SAR operation. Thus, the Commissioner has the authority to seek reimbursement for SAR costs regardless of whether the person engaged in wrongful or negligent conduct, but the Commissioner may use discretion in doing so.

Two states, Oregon and New Hampshire, allow SAR cost recovery under a negligence standard. Under Oregon’s charge-for-rescue statute, if those individuals who benefitted from the SAR effort failed to exercise reasonable care, the local agency has discretion to bill those rescued for SAR expenses. Reasonable care under the Oregon statute includes evidence that the person (a) “possessed experience and used equipment that was appropriate for the known conditions of weather and terrain”; (b) “used or attempted to use

94. Several local governments charge for emergency response, including SAR. See Nancy Carlisle, A Search and Rescue in Grand or Wayne Counties Can Cost You, Salt Lake Tribune (Sept. 27, 2012, 5:07 PM), http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/54909102-78/county-rescue-grand-search.html.csp; see also Pittsburgh, PA City Ordin., Tit. I, § 170.02(a) (2013) (allowing for reimbursement of emergency services). Until recently, the city of Golden Colorado also charged for emergency services, including search and rescue, for all services rendered outside the city limits. See Golden City Ord., § 16.08.090 (1991) (former ordinance requiring city to seek reimbursement for emergency services). Under that ordinance, “any party benefiting” from emergency response services provided by the fire department – which included SAR services – was “responsible for the payment” of the fees. Id; see also Darcie Gudger, Golden, Colorado Will No Longer Bill for Recreationalists’ Rescues, Examiner (June 10, 2009), http://www.examiner.com/article/golden-colorado-will-no-longer-bill-for-recreationalists-rescues (stating that city ordinance, intended to compensate city for services rendered in unincorporated parts of county, received significant publicity and was strongly opposed by SAR organizations nationally. Due to public outcry, city council reversed its policy).

95. See Me. Rev. Stat. Tit. 12, § 10105 (2013) (granting State Commissioner of Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife authority to “recover all costs directly related to a specific search and rescue operation . . . from the person for whom the search and rescue operation was conducted”).


97. See id. In 2009, the Maine legislature considered, but did not pass, a bill that would have required the Commissioner to seek recovery of SAR costs unless the person held a valid hunting or fishing license, or a Maine Rescue Card, which was also proposed under that bill. H.P. 355, 124th Leg. Sess. (2009).
locating devices or cellular telephones when appropriate”; (c) “notified responsible persons or organizations of the expected time of departure and the expected time of return and the planned location or route of activity”; and (d) “had maps and orienteering equipment and used trails or other routes that were appropriate for the conditions.”

Although Oregon passed its charge-for-rescue law in 1995, the state has invoked the law only once. State administrators argue that the law is difficult to apply because of the “reasonable care” standard.

Under New Hampshire’s negligence-based SAR cost recovery statute, the Department of Fish and Wildlife is required to bill for SAR costs if it determines a person acted “negligently in requiring a search and rescue response by the department . . . .” However, if a person fails to pay within thirty days of receiving a bill, the department has discretion in pursuing payment by legal action or settling the claim.

Five states – California, Hawaii, Idaho, Oregon, and Vermont – allow for SAR cost recovery for wrongful conduct – such as intentional, knowing, or reckless behavior. These charge-for-rescue laws seek to discourage conduct that creates a substantial risk to the person or SAR personnel. Hawaii’s statute has the broadest reach. That statute provides that a public body may recover SAR costs when the operation resulted from an “intentional disregard for the person’s safety,” including, among other things, disregarding a warning or notice. Thus, while Hawaii’s statute makes clear that intentional disregard of a warning or notice, such as a warning prohibiting entry into a closed area, falls within the statute, the stat-
ute reaches all intentional conduct that amounts to a disregard for the person’s own safety.

Oregon’s statute allows recovery not only when a “climber, hiker, hunter, or other users of a wilderness recreation area” acts negligently, but also when the person violates “applicable laws.” This broad language encompasses a range of conduct, such as knowingly entering a closed area, failing to obtain a permit, or disregarding a warning.

Unlike Oregon, Idaho and California laws only apply when a person enters a closed area. Idaho’s provision allows SAR cost recovery when a person “knowingly enters into any area that has been closed to the public” when the area has been marked by a “sign, barricade or other devise.” It applies to land or water-based entry, including entry on foot, skis, snowshoes, bicycle, or a variety of watercraft and vehicles. Similarly, California, which modeled its statute after Idaho, prohibits entry into closed areas. However, unlike the Idaho law that prohibits entry to marked closed areas, the California statute prohibits intentional, knowing, and willful entry to closed areas or areas that a “reasonable person . . . should have known were closed to the public.”

Finally, a few states have false information reporting statutes similar to those found under federal law discussed above. Under Maine’s false information statute, the state may collect costs related to a SAR operation from any person who “knowingly provided false information that led to a search and rescue operation.” Vermont recently enacted a similar statute that allows the state to fine a person up to $1,000 for “knowingly making a false report of a person missing in the backcountry, remote areas, or waters of the State.”

While only seven states have enacted SAR cost recovery statutes, increasing SAR costs and incidents and the competition for financial resources may push more states to consider SAR cost recovery statutes.

105. OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 404.270(5).
106. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 6-2401(1).
107. See id.
108. CAL. GOV’T CODE § 53159(b) (West 2014).
110. VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 20, § 1848 (West 2013).
B. Safety Orientation and Preventive Search and Rescue ("PSAR") Programs

Federal and state agencies charged with managing wilderness recreational areas have implemented safety orientation programs and PSAR programs. These programs take a variety of forms but primarily provide information to recreationalists aimed at reducing the risk of injury, improving the wilderness experience, and meeting park management objectives, such as wilderness preservation.111 Rather than direct regulation, these programs have emerged as indirect or "light-handed" wilderness management tools.112 While some programs have been around for close to twenty years, many programs are still in their infancy.113

Programs in national parks take two forms: registration and safety orientation programs, and PSAR programs. The registration and safety orientation programs include the assessment of special permit fees authorized by statute, such as the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act of 2004.114 Under these programs, recreationalists who apply for permits must register with the park and participate in safety orientation programs before the park will issue a permit for backcountry activities. In addition to the educational benefits provided by the safety orientation program, the registration systems provide other safety benefits. When applying for a permit, the applications generally require applicants to include an itinerary, list of names, and contact information. When the agency issues the permit, it often will issue a dash tag for vehicles. The permit and dash tag can aid park rangers in determining where a party will travel within the park system and whether a party is overdue so that rangers can commence focused search efforts quickly.

111. See Manning, supra note 34.

112. See id.


The PSAR programs developed by the NPS, other federal agencies, and many states, focus on the provision of information to the general visitor population through PSAR rangers, online and print materials, and signs posted near trailheads and at visitor information centers. The parks tailor PSAR programs to the specific area based upon the perceived threats and dangers to park visitors versus providing generic supply lists or safety tips. In addition to providing educational information to visitors, it is also the ambition of these programs that recreational participants will become self-aware of their own limitations and experience.

One of the earliest registration and safety orientation programs began in 1995 at Denali National Park in Alaska. The park, which encompasses Mount McKinley, the highest peak in North America, instituted an aggressive, three-prong climber safety orientation program. The Mount McKinley program addresses mountaineering safety by requiring registration sixty days in advance of any climb, special climber use fees, and participation in a climber orientation program.\footnote{See Mountaineering Summary 1999, Nat’l Park. Serv. (1999), available at http://www.nps.gov/dena/planyourvisit/upload/1999_Mtnrg_Summary.pdf.} As part of the sixty-day registration form, climbers certify that they have read the Mountaineering Booklet, which is a twenty-eight-page guide to Arctic climbing, first aid, and necessary equipment for mountaineers.\footnote{See Denali National Park and Preserve Mountaineering Permit Application, Pay.gov, available at https://www.pay.gov/paygov/forms/formInstance.html?agencyFormId=16355280.} Prior to making their climb, climbers attend an orientation program at the Talkeetna Ranger Station near Mount McKinley.\footnote{See Climbing Registration, Nat’l Park Serv., http://www.nps.gov/dena/planyourvisit/registrationinfo.htm (last visited May 6, 2014).} The two-hour orientation provides climbers with the current weather conditions, an equipment check, and warns climbers of the importance of self-reliance in the face of mountaintop dangers.\footnote{See Dow Scoggins, Discovering Denali: A Complete Reference Guide to Denali National Park and Mount McKinley, Alaska 150 (2004).}

Other national parks have similar programs. Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve has a mandatory registration and safety orientation program for backcountry campers. During the months when the park requires camping permits, applicants must attend the backcountry camper orientation before the park will issue a backcountry camping permit.\footnote{See 36 C.F.R. § 13.1116 (2007).} The orientation focuses on visitor safety and resource protection with “emphasis on tidal camping,
bear safety, food storage, and ‘leave no trace’ information.”120 Similarly, the NPS established a Climbing Management Plan at Devil’s Tower National Monument in Wyoming.121 The Devil’s Tower plan includes, among other things, a climber education program. Under that program, the NPS maintains a climbing registration office staffed with a climbing ranger who provides climber education and information. Among the materials provided is a climber education video developed to increase climber awareness about safety concerns, as well as resource and cultural concerns around the national monument.122

Unlike climbing and camper safety programs that require participation before the park issues a permit, hiker safety education creates a unique problem. Parks have difficulty implementing safety orientation programs because the vast numbers of parks that offer hiking rarely require hikers to obtain a permit. In addition, there are very few barriers to entry in participating in a recreational hike. Nonetheless, many of the national parks, and several state parks, allocate resources for hiker education. For example, Grand Canyon National Park has a “Hike Smart” program that includes an abundance of online hiker-education resources including videos, podcasts, and hiking tips prepared by the park’s PSAR Rangers.123 The NPS Office of Risk Management announced that it intends “to expand the preventive search and rescue programs” because it believes these programs “will have [a] direct impact on reducing the need for SAR responses.”124

Many states also have implemented hiker safety education programs in an effort to reduce SAR incidents. The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department worked with the White Mountain National Forest and the New Hampshire Outdoor Council to implement the state’s “Hike Safe” program beginning in 2003.125 The

122. See id.
124. NPT Staff, supra note 28 (quoting Sara Newman, acting chief of the National Park Travelers Office of Risk Management).
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program, offering educational materials primarily through online resources and at trailheads, promotes hiker responsibility, education, and safety. The program includes a “Hiker Responsibility Code,” which consists of a set of principles to “help hikers become more self-aware about their responsibility for their own safety . . . [and] the inherent danger[s] of hiking in the backcountry,” and encourages hikers to be “better prepared every time they are on the trail.” In addition to the Hiker Responsibility Code, the “Hike Safe” website includes information on preparing for a hike, such as weather, injuries, water, and avalanches. Further, the website provides the user with a gear list, referred to as the “Ten Essentials List,” and instructions on what to do in the event a hiker finds that she is lost or injured.

C. Equipment Regulation

Lawmakers also have considered and, in a few instances, passed laws mandating use of equipment such as personal flotation devices, helmets, and electronic signaling devices, which include cell phones, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and locator beacons. While legislators have been successful in passing laws relating to personal flotation devices for boaters and helmets for cyclists, legislators have considered, but usually have rejected, mandatory use of other safety equipment for land-based wilderness recreation.

Both Oregon and Washington considered statutes that would have required persons who travel above the timberline to carry elec-

128. See, e.g., What to Take with You on the Trail, Hike Safe, http://hikesafe.com/index.php?page=full-gear-list (last visited June 8, 2014). The Ten Essentials List, developed in the 1930s by The Mountaineers climbing club, provides a list of recommended equipment for climbers and hikers that is intended to allow a person to respond positively in an emergency and equip a person to spend a night safely outdoors in the event of an emergency. The list is widely known by climbers and hikers. The Ten Essentials started as a list of ten simple items and now takes a systems approach intended to guide individuals in preparing for an outing. See What are the Ten Essentials?, MOUNTAINEERS, http://help.mountaineers.org/kb/questions/what-are-the-ten-essentials? (last visited May 6, 2014).
130. See, e.g., H.B. 2509, 74th Leg. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Or. 2007) (Oregon bill that would have required mountain climbers to carry electronic signaling devices).
tronic signaling devices. In 2007, prompted by a 2006 incident on Mount Hood, the Oregon legislature considered House Bill 2509, which would have required recreationalists to carry two electronic devices. The incident involved three experienced climbers who became disoriented and lost during a severe winter storm. One of the three climbers, 48-year old Kelly James, used his cellular phone to contact his family. James, trapped in a snow cave just below the summit, briefly received a cell tower signal, enabling him to make the call. But, searchers were unable to reach him by phone again. However, the information James conveyed to his family during that call assisted rescuers in eventually locating the snow cave. Unfortunately, due to the most severe winter storm to hit Mount Hood in decades, rescue attempts were delayed for several days and rescuers reached the snow cave too late. They recovered the body of James, but never recovered the bodies of the other two climbers, who had left the snow cave in search of aid.

When this tragic story prompted heated public debate about whether technology – in particular, cell phones and locator beacons – might have saved the lives of the three climbers, the Oregon legislature considered House Bill 2509. That bill would have required an individual, or at least one individual in a group, engaged in mountain climbing above 10,000 feet on Mount Hood to carry both a two-way electronic communication device, such as a cell phone plus a global positioning system receiver, Mount Hood mountain locator unit (MLU), or other comparable device.

Had it passed, the beacon law would have supplemented an existing Oregon statute that requires paid guides to carry an altimeter, a contour map, and a compass, if traveling above the timberline with a group that includes any individual under eighteen years of age. Thus, the proposed law would have applied to individuals and groups summiting Mount Hood during the specified months, requiring that each carry electronic devices that could assist rescuers if aid were necessary. Unlike the paid-guide law that requires an altimeter, contour map, and a compass that would allow a party to properly navigate the terrain and keep the group from becoming

131. See id. For a discussion of a similar Washington Bill, see infra note 137 and accompanying text.
132. See id.
133. See id.
135. See H.B. 2509, supra note 130 (providing requirements climbers would have followed if climbing Mount Hood under H.B. 2509).
lost, the requirement to carry a beacon would have only provided secondary protection. The beacon legislation ultimately did not receive the approval of both chambers of the Oregon Legislature.\textsuperscript{136} However, with each SAR incident that occurs on Mount Hood, the conversation again turns to equipment requirements and SAR cost recovery.

Washington considered similar bills in 2009 and 2010. Washington’s proposed bill required all mountain climbers who travel above the timberline to carry electronic signaling devices during certain months. In addition, it required paid guides to carry an electronic signaling device, as well as an altimeter, contour map, and compass.\textsuperscript{137} The 2009 bill carried forward to the 2010 legislative session, but died in committee.

In addition to state efforts to pass legislation mandating the use of electronic devices, the National Research Council has recommended that the federal government require users of national parks and designated wilderness areas carry GPS receivers and transmitters for their “safety.”\textsuperscript{138} To date, neither Congress nor any federal agency has acted on the National Research Council’s recommendation. This is a result of the public bodies’ reluctance to impose equipment-carry requirements due to problems of enforcement, the cost to recreationists, and the false sense of security provided by any equipment to the dangers of the outdoors.

D. Insurance Regulation

Another way public bodies have sought to deter wilderness recreationalists’ risky behavior and therefore improve safety, is to require individuals engaged in high-risk activities on public lands to carry SAR insurance.\textsuperscript{139} Although SAR insurance is required in several European countries and the Himalayan region,\textsuperscript{140} it is uncommon to find SAR insurance imposed by public bodies in the United States. States have passed legislation mandating SAR insurance in certain high-risk activities such as bicycle riding above a certain elevation. This is in contrast to the federal government’s lack of action on the National Research Council’s recommendation.

\textsuperscript{136} See id.


REGULATION OF RECREATIONAL WILDERNESS ACTIVITY

States. SAR insurance, distinct from medical or travel insurance, may fully or partially cover the cost of rescue operations, and may include coverage for specific rescue activities, such as the use of a helicopter or SAR personnel expenses. The costs of such policies depend upon the endeavor, experience of the participant, and underwriting standards put forth by the insurance carrier.141

In 1993, the NPS instituted a policy requiring climbers and those engaged in high-risk recreation to buy rescue insurance or pay into a risk pool set up by the NPS.142 The NPS piloted the program at Rainier National Park and Denali National Park beginning in 1994. At the time the NPS imposed the requirements, only one carrier offered SAR coverage for climbers in Alaska, and none offered SAR coverage in the continental United States. Although coverage for a single trip was projected at $25-$60, the unavailability of coverage created difficulties in piloting the program.143 The NPS found itself in the position of finding insurance providers to offer policies to meet the mandate.144 In the end, the NPS abandoned these pilot projects at Denali and Mount Rainer due to opposition from outdoor groups, difficulty in outlining which activities would require the insurance, and possible legal consequences of mandating such insurance.145

IV. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Due to the wide range of geographies and situations, it is incumbent upon public bodies at the federal, state, and local level to engage stakeholders to arrive at solutions regarding wilderness recreational safety and rising SAR incidents and costs. State legislators often have mechanisms that allow them to set up taskforces or workgroups to engage stakeholders in resolving problems. In this instance, a legislature may assemble individual climbers and groups, the outdoor guide industry, equipment suppliers, insurance providers, and technology experts to seek solutions in a particular geographic area regarding reducing SAR incidents and costs.

142. See Egan, supra note 139.
143. Gilje, supra note 140.
144. See Egan, supra note 139.
145. Id.; see also Gilje, supra note 140. The requirements were given a short piloting period, but were not a long-term fix to the issue and are no longer in effect.
Even though each geography may be different, there are two principles that should guide stakeholders based on findings at the federal and state level. First, regulation must have the effect of reducing SAR incidents and improving SAR responses. Accordingly, public bodies should consider registration, orientation, and PSAR programs, which have proven effective in reducing SAR incidents—particularly where the programs are tailored to the unique aspects of the area. Second, public bodies must find reliable means to fund SAR operations, including funding for equipment and training. In particular, public bodies should evaluate the creation of SAR funds through mandatory or voluntary SAR card programs that impose small fees on those who use wilderness areas. Circumstances that lead to SAR incidents and general safety concerns for wilderness recreationalists include unavoidable circumstances, deliberately illegal actions, reckless or careless actions, unskilled actions, and uninformed actions. Stakeholders evaluating how to improve wilderness safety, reduce SAR costs, and provide well-trained and well-equipped SAR operations, must consider the nature of wilderness recreation and regulate in a manner consistent with those considerations. This section analyzes the effectiveness of the various wilderness regulations discussed previously and makes recommendations based on that analysis.

A. Regulation Must Focus on Reducing SAR Incidents and Improving SAR Response

Safety regulation must focus on prevention of incidents and timely, skilled SAR response. As the data regarding SAR incidents indicates, the primary causes of SAR incidents include lack of preparedness, knowledge, and experience. Similarly, survival rates are highest when a search commences soon after an individual is reported missing or injured. Accordingly, any regulation or effort to reduce SAR incidents and improve safety in wilderness areas should focus on preventive efforts, emphasizing preparation. However, the data also reveals the need for timely and properly equipped SAR responses to calls for aid. Thus, the combination of skilled SAR personnel who are properly equipped and timely sent,
along with better education of those engaging in wilderness activities, are essential to increased wilderness safety. Registration, safety orientation, and PSAR programs may provide a cost effective means of educating wilderness recreationalists of risks and reducing SAR incidents. In addition, providing funding for timely SAR responses made by properly equipped and well trained SAR personnel is essential.

1. **Registration, Safety Orientation, and PSAR Programs to Reduce SAR Incidents**

Registration, safety orientations, and PSAR programs to improve recreational safety and reduce SAR incidents are perhaps the most important areas where federal, state, and local agencies should allocate resources. Data indicates that most SAR incidents result from lack of preparation, inexperience, and poor judgment. Accordingly, aside from equipment failure and, to some extent, weather conditions, which cannot be controlled, a significant number of SAR incidents could be prevented if recreationalists better prepare for their outings and gain the knowledge and experience necessary to make better decisions. In fact, a New Hampshire study estimates that up to 42% of SAR incidents could be prevented by proper education on wilderness preparedness and map use, and that notifying others of planned routes can be a means of shortening SAR times. This is consistent with the NPS finding that approximately 22% of SAR operations in national parks could be prevented by proper education on wilderness preparedness. With proper education on wilderness preparation and safety, including education about the importance of self-reliance, equipment, and the need to notify others of the planned route and scheduled return time, a significant number of SAR incidents could be prevented.

In addition, the process that the NPS and others have used for providing information and asking visitors questions through registration forms has led to several successful programs and a decrease in SAR use. Several studies support this conclusion. A study related to the climber education program at Denali National Park shows improved climber safety and reduced SAR incidents since its inception.
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Fatalities decreased by 53% following the implementation of the 1995 safety orientation program. Implementation of this program is widely viewed as the turning point in mountain safety for Mount McKinley. Similarly, the NPS has recognized the safety orientation for backcountry permits at Glacier Bay National Park and Reserve as a primary reason the park has not had “a single serious visitor accident or fatality in the last ten years.” Further, in a study involving injured visitors at Yosemite National Park, researchers concluded that, although the majority of those injured did not receive PSAR educational information, those who received the education found it useful.

Tailoring safety education to activities and conditions at a particular park or wilderness area is critical. Rather than focus on traditional messaging, such as the “Ten Essentials,” PSAR programs should focus on educating recreationalists as to the proper equipment for the specific activity engaged in, area-specific instruction on wilderness or trail conditions, and how to travel on dangerous terrain. For example, one study that looked at SAR incidents in Yosemite National Park recommended that PSAR programs should educate park users with respect to equipment that fits the park, focusing on “appropriate footwear, sufficient water, sufficient food, and trekking poles.” The study noted that educating visitors to carry cell phones was also important, but cautioned that cell phones cannot prevent SAR incidents or help visitors self-rescue. In addition to these specific educational recommendations, the study noted that to prevent more injuries, the park should find ways to reach more visitors through its PSAR programs.

Implementing or expanding these registration, safety orientation, and PSAR programs requires funding. However, actual costs of these programs should be evaluated in light of fees assessed for
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special services – such as registration and safety orientation for backcountry programs – the estimated savings that may result from reduced SAR incidents, as well as the safety benefits of these programs. The costs and risks associated with rescues can be tremendous. Accordingly, taking preventive measures to improve wilderness safety provides the logical approach.

Because these federal educational programs have proven effective in reducing SAR incidents, federal recreational areas should continue to study the extent to which aggressive registration, safety orientation, and PSAR programs could have in reducing SAR costs and reducing risks to SAR personnel. The data collected from such an endeavor could be used to better target the educational outreach efforts of the federal agencies involved in fee assessments and provide the public with worthwhile education and training. The information could also be passed on to state and local search and rescue teams.

Additionally, registration, safety orientation, and PSAR programs are consistent with the policies of wilderness management. For example, under the Federal Wilderness Act, federal lands shall be “administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness” but also “provide for the protection of these areas, the preservation of their wilderness character, and for the gathering and dissemination of information regarding their use and enjoyment as wilderness.”161 Under the Wilderness Act, agencies must take actions that have minimum impact on the environment under what is commonly referred to as the “minimum impact rule.” Although human life and safety are paramount, the NPS and other agencies called upon to conduct SAR operations must consider the impact of SAR operations on the environment.162 Shifting the focus from responding to a crisis, which can have significant economic and environmental impacts (and create new risks), to establishing risk prevention programs is consistent with that policy.

In sum, federal, state, and local agencies should focus on preventing injury by implementing registration, safety orientation, and PSAR programs. Shifting the focus to prevention has proven
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effective in reducing SAR operations and is consistent with policies of wilderness preservation and management.

2. Equipment Laws Ineffective and Difficult to Enforce

The technology in wilderness and outdoor equipment has made enormous strides in terms of quality, durability, and SAR usefulness over the past several decades. With more people visiting parks and engaging in recreational activities, consumer demand for equipment that contains cutting edge technology is at an all-time high and is driving innovation.163 For example, SAR once relied on MLUs to find those in distress, but now, SAR is more likely to rely on a combination of RECCO, satellite, and even cellular phone technology.164 The increased access to these devices and their ease of use has caused public bodies to consider mandating specific equipment when engaging in recreational activities.165 Nonetheless, laws mandating specific equipment that wilderness users should carry are likely to be ineffective in improving wilderness safety and reducing the costs and incidents of SAR operations. Further, the laws contravene the freedom we associate with wilderness recreational activity.

The dearth of equipment regulations for wilderness recreation likely reflects, in part, an understanding that a requirement to carry a particular type of equipment is unlikely to improve wilderness safety. Most SAR agencies encourage the carrying of cell phones and beacons because they can aid SAR personnel in locating lost and injured recreationalists. However, carrying a cell phone or beacon cannot prevent a person from getting lost, getting injured, or using poor judgment. Rather, cell phones and beacons only aid the individual once she is lost or injured as a way to seek assistance. Accordingly, PSAR programs designed to educate recreationalists first, about self-reliance, including the use of navigation equipment, and second, about how cell phones or beacons only provide secondary protection, would be far more effective than merely requiring individuals to carry cell phones or beacons.


165. See, e.g., H.B. 2509, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Or. 2007) (intending to require climbers to use electronic signaling when climbing above certain height during specific times of year).
Moreover, mandating equipment may create safety risks. In particular, mandating equipment may create a false sense of security for individuals, placing both the individual and SAR personnel at greater risk. If a public body puts forth an equipment mandate, there is an implied sense of security in carrying such equipment. Recreationalists may disregard the need for additional equipment that is not mandated, ignore the limitations of the equipment required, or take risks that they would not otherwise be inclined to take absent the mandate.

The danger in identifying one piece of equipment or several as mandatory is that recreationalists may believe that the mandatory pieces of equipment are all that is needed. Taken to an extreme, a hiker may believe that only a water bottle and GPS are necessary when it is apparent to most that proper sun-blocking clothing, or an extra layer of clothing, is needed depending upon the temperature. Additionally, a mountain climber may believe that as long as she is carrying a beacon, there is no need to make additional emergency plans. Significantly, rescue beacons – such as a Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) or the MLUs that were the subject of Oregon’s 2007 proposed statute – and cellular phones must be activated manually. Even when activated, some rescue beacons are effective only if a receiver is activated as well. This creates three issues. First, if the recreationalist is unconscious or otherwise unable to activate the device, then the device provides no assistance. Second, with respect to rescue beacons that require activated receivers, beacon signals remain undetected until someone places a call initiating a rescue. Thus, those carrying the beacons must also carry either a cellular phone and hope that they have service, or tell a responsible party to call 911 if they do not return or make contact by a particular time. Third, PLBs may be activated accidentally, inadvertently triggering a SAR operation. Several reports, of such accidental activations
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have been reported, including an incident in which a hiker’s beacon placed in his backpack became activated, and another in which a skier activated a beacon believing it was an avalanche beacon, not a locator beacon. 168 In another incident, a group hiking in a remote area of the Grand Canyon activated their PLB on three separate occasions, all three triggering costly helicopter based SAR operations. 169

Finally, an individual with government-mandated equipment may be inclined to take additional and unnecessary risks once engaged in an activity. The equipment may embolden recreationalists to cross a line into a restricted backcountry area or take an unmarked trail, risks that they may not ordinarily take without possessing a locator beacon or GPS device. Instead of regarding the equipment as a safety device, the user becomes aggressive in using the equipment to explore an area, leading to trouble and perhaps a SAR event.

In addition to the potential safety risks that equipment regulation can create, such regulations are difficult to enforce. In practical terms, public bodies would be hard-pressed to enforce equipment mandates at most NPS and state-run locations because of the personnel requirements of enforcing such mandates. Absent a means to enforce equipment mandates, the regulation becomes ineffective in achieving the perceived safety goal. Public buy-in on the need to carry specific equipment would help, but gaining buy-in from all members of the activity’s community is difficult.

Finding equipment that all stakeholders can agree is mandatory is a difficult task. For example, there are many routes to climb Mount Hood, Oregon, and there are just as many approaches to how to climb the mountain. Some prefer to travel light and “blitz” the mountain, carrying as little gear as possible, believing that it is less risky to spend as little time on the mountain as possible. Others take a lot of gear and plan a venture that lasts several days. Creating a list of government-mandated climbing equipment for Mount Hood would be extremely difficult, as many cannot even


agree on the types of SAR equipment that should be carried. A similar discussion would need to be had at all NPS and state-governed areas.

Getting the public to buy-in on mandated equipment may be difficult because of the cost of the equipment, which could discourage participation in recreational activities. In mountaineering, a PLB may be the optimal piece of SAR equipment for a recreationalist to carry because it provides the greatest versatility in a search situation. However, the cost of a PLB is typically between $300 and $400, and although versatile, many would argue that a cell phone, RECCO, or less expensive beacon could serve them better depending upon the circumstance.

In short, public bodies should carefully consider whether mandating equipment for certain wilderness recreational activities will have the desired effect. Regulations that might appear to promote safety must be enforceable and not inadvertently create new safety concerns. Rather than mandate equipment, public bodies should consider whether PSAR programs that educate recreationalists about equipment would have greater impact on safety.

B. Public Bodies Must Provide Adequate Funding

In addition to wilderness education and other PSAR efforts, public bodies must find reliable ways to fund SAR operations and provide SAR personnel with adequate training and equipment. The safety of those needing rescue and those SAR personnel performing the rescue depends on the ability of the SAR teams to quickly, efficiently, and skillfully carry out SAR operations. In today’s environment of stretched public financial resources, legislation creating SAR funds to reimburse agencies for SAR operations, training, and equipment, offers the best approach to SAR funding. Conversely, highly controversial charge-for-rescue laws are not the answer. These laws reduce safety and historically have failed to provide necessary funding. Finally, insurance regulation is not a viable solution. As more people use the wilderness recreational areas available in the United States, SAR incidents will continue to stretch
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resources and lawmakers must find adequate and reliable funding for these essential services.

1. Creating SAR Funds to Improve SAR Operations

Several jurisdictions fund SAR operations through fees assessed or voluntarily paid in conjunction with the purchase of recreational licenses, permits, and registrations. These SAR funds provide an effective means to provide safer SAR operations.

Colorado’s voluntary search and rescue card program exemplifies an effective means for funding SAR. Under a 1987 law, the state created the SAR Fund for purposes of reimbursing public bodies and volunteer SAR teams within the state for SAR operations and providing funds for SAR equipment and training. When an individual purchases a fishing or hunting license, a Colorado Wildlife Habitat Stamp, or registers an off-highway vehicle, boat or snowmobile, 25 cents from the purchase of each is distributed to the SAR Fund. In addition, individuals may voluntarily purchase a Colorado Outdoor Recreation Search and Rescue Card (CORSAR Card), of which $2 from the purchase of a one-year card, or $9 from a five-year card, is distributed to the SAR Fund. In Fiscal Year 2012-2013, all these sources provided revenues in excess of $420,000 to the SAR Fund.173

Money from the fund is used to reimburse operating expenses incurred by local governments and volunteer teams during SAR operations. The reimbursement system is a three-tiered system that first reimburses SAR costs for persons who paid into the fund through surcharges on several outdoor recreational licenses, including the CORSAR Cards. If after paying all reimbursements to local governments for the persons in the Tier One group, the remaining funds are paid for reimbursement of SAR activities that involved relatives of “licensed” persons as Tier Two. If funds remain after all reimbursements for Tier One and Tier Two have been paid, Tier Three is reimbursed, which is reimbursement for all persons not part of Tier One or Tier Two. Finally, if funds remain at the end of the year after payment of all SAR operation reimbursements, county sheriffs who oversee SAR operations may apply for funding to pay for equipment or training.174

Since 1996, the fund has provided over $1.2 million to SAR organizations statewide for 1,026 missions. In addition, the fund
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has provided more than $5.3 million for SAR equipment and training.175 In sum, the Colorado program has allowed SAR personnel to be well-positioned to provide the public with SAR assistance without burdening otherwise allocated tax dollars.

Utah has a program that mirrors the Colorado SAR Fund program in many respects, but does not include a voluntary SAR “card” purchase. The Utah law, passed in 1997, created the Search and Rescue Financial Assistance Program. Under the program, the state imposes a “Search and Rescue surcharge or fee to off-highway registered or renewed vehicles, registered or renewed motorboats and sailboats, and annual wildlife habitat authorizations.” Like the Colorado SAR Fund, Utah deposits the revenues into a fund dedicated to search and rescue reimbursement for counties incurring costs associated with SAR activities.176 Total funds distributed in 2010 amounted to $273,730.94, with 28% going to reimburse SAR costs, 57% going to purchase SAR equipment, and the balance going to SAR training.177 The Utah legislature has considered adding the card option, but to date has not passed legislation permitting the sale of the cards.178

Wyoming has a similar SAR Fund program; however, all fees collected are voluntary. Under the Wyoming statutes, individuals purchasing hunting, fishing, and other recreational licenses are not assessed a set fee. Rather, individuals purchasing recreational licenses may opt to pay $2 or more to fund SAR operations.179 These state fee and card programs provide a feasible and highly attractive alternative to charge-for-rescue statutes. As is illustrated by both the Colorado and Utah data, individual outdoor en-
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thusiasts rarely pay more than a few dollars. In return, all members of the public who require SAR services have the benefit of free SAR services. By creating a fund to support services and eliminating the charge-for-rescue statutes, recreationalists in these states receive several safety related benefits. First, recreationalists can enjoy the wilderness without the fear of receiving a large bill if they need SAR assistance. Second, local authorities responding to distress calls know that their costs will be at least partially, if not fully, reimbursed and can make decisions about the best way to conduct a search unencumbered by financial concerns. Third, SAR funds provide the opportunity, if funds exceed SAR expenses, to purchase equipment and provide training, which ultimately improves the safety and efficiency of SAR operations.

Undoubtedly, fee-based systems have some drawbacks. First, the costs, even if paid voluntarily, raise the amount a person must pay to legally access public lands for recreation. In an era where outdoor activity licensing fees are growing annually, the public may disfavor such a system even if it provides a common-sense pooling of funds to pay for SAR operations. Second, even the simplest of fee-based pooling and allocation of funds requires additional costs to the public, such as oversight, management, accounting, and possibly education and outreach programs. Finally, certain segments of the population, who contribute to the fund through the assessment of fees, may object to overuse of SAR funds by other segments that overuse the fund. For example, available data indicates that hikers are likely to use more SAR funds than hunters, which could result in stakeholders objecting to the entire fee-based system.

In spite of these drawbacks, Colorado has provided a solid model that may provide solutions for other outdoor-oriented states. Indeed, Utah and Wyoming have followed suit, and so long as the costs of administering these programs remain low and the funds reimburse a substantial amount of the SAR costs, such programs appear to be the way of the future. In addition, if the funds exceed SAR operational needs, states could expand these programs to allocate funds for PSAR programs.

2. Charge-for-Rescue Laws Have Limited Effect and Fail to Provide Funding

Aside from anti-hoax laws that allow for recovery of SAR costs that result from the provision of false information, public bodies should rethink controversial charge-for-rescue laws. An obvious benefit of these cost recovery laws is that the public body may re-
cover expenses incurred as a result of a search. Such a system not only maximizes personal responsibility and accountability for one’s recreational activities, but best approximates society’s costs of rescue. However, for many reasons, charge-for-rescue laws create safety risks to both the public and SAR personnel. Moreover, these statutes, as implemented, have not provided the anticipated revenues states had hoped.

Charge-for-rescue statutes do not improve wilderness safety and may end up, in the long run, costing more lives and dollars. Several cases have shown that individuals will delay or refuse obtaining emergency response services because they fear financial liability for SAR services. By delaying the call for help, the person risks more severe injuries caused by the delay, such as hypothermia, frostbite, complications from severe physical injuries, or even death. In addition, delay can place SAR personnel at greater risk. As night falls or weather conditions change, SAR personnel may face conditions that make their task more difficult.

Such responses have been well documented. For example, an injured climber who incorrectly believed that Colorado charged for SAR services delayed seeking aid. The climber fractured his pelvis while repelling. Because of the fear of being billed for SAR services, he and his climbing partner “tried to self-evacuate, resulting in additional injuries.”180 Eventually, the climbing partner contacted authorities and a SAR operation ensued. Because of the delay, rescuers faced greater risks during the evacuation because of “having to perform the rescue in the middle of the night.”181

Charge-for-rescue statutes also fail to provide the funding for which states had hoped. Despite the enactment of Oregon’s charge-for-rescue statute in 1995, SAR coordinators have only invoked it once. State administrators contend that the law is difficult to apply because of the “reasonable care” standard, which is fact-specific. Similarly, New Hampshire officials have rarely invoked the state’s charge-for-rescue statutes. Between 1999 and 2005, the Fish and Game Department invoked that statute only eight times.182
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Most of those eight incidents involved “inexperienced and unequipped hikers . . . who used cell phones to call for rescue when they got lost or caught . . . in [bad] weather.”183 In more recent years, between 2007 and 2008, when New Hampshire spent $413,543 on 275 rescue missions, it only billed for 16 of those rescues, seeking reimbursement in the amount of $41,435, which is about 10% of all SAR costs.184 However, even when the state has billed for SAR costs, the state may even incur costs attempting to collect upon the rescue debt, and many of those collection attempts are unsuccessful. Many recreationalists do not have the assets to reimburse the full cost of a recovery attempt or will balk at attempts by the state to collect the debt. As rescue attempts usually run into the thousands of dollars, few have the means to be able to repay those sums immediately or over time, and almost all decline to pay voluntarily.

Because SAR is a humanitarian act, states should rethink charge-for-rescue statutes imposed on wilderness recreationalists. By retaining a no-charge policy, states may avoid the risk of a delayed call for help, which could create greater risks for the lost or injured party as well as SAR personnel.

Proponents of cost-for-rescue laws argue that these laws encourage better preparation and judgment on the part of those participating in wilderness activities and discourage wrongful conduct that places others at risk. By encouraging better preparation and discouraging wrongful conduct, the effect should be to decrease the number of SAR operations, reduce the incidence of injury, loss, or death of wilderness travelers, and reduce the risk to SAR personnel. However, despite the potential for these laws to encourage preparation and discourage wrongful conduct, on balance, they do not achieve those goals.

3. Insurance Regulation Is Unlikely to Improve Safety or Provide Funding

Stakeholders, including the NPS, have proposed mandating rescue insurance for some high-risk recreational activities. However, mandatory insurance is unlikely to adequately address stakeholder concerns. One problem with mandatory insurance is that rather than having SAR be performed as an at-will, by the grace of government endeavor, it becomes an endeavor by contract that
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could require SAR. At present, SAR is an activity that is done at the discretion of the government and volunteers, with proper consideration being given to the risks encountered by the rescuers. In dangerous situations, or in situations where rescue is not deemed necessary, no SAR attempt is made. By mandating insurance, it is conceivable that SAR would be required without proper consideration being given to whether SAR is viable or necessary. Taking away the discretion of experts in SAR from this paradigm could increase costs and unnecessarily put SAR personnel at a greater risk of harm.

Mandated rescue insurance also puts the government in the role of having to ensure that a healthy marketplace exists for recreationalists to purchase up to the amount required by a government mandate. If insurance carriers decline to provide the coverage, or the coverage offered is inadequate in any respect, the government would have no choice but to intervene to provide the policies or restrict access to recreation areas to the amount that could be insured. Even if it were possible for federal or local governments to create such a mandate and marketplace, it is likely an area that government would not be well equipped to administer.

In lieu of an insurance requirement, funding SAR through recreational fees as discussed previously serves a similar function. Such a plan retains the discretion of SAR experts and local officials in SAR operation decision-making and allows public bodies to assess fees necessary to meet SAR needs. As Colorado and other states have done, maintaining a SAR fund is likely the most efficient and intelligent method of providing timely and professionally trained and equipped SAR operations.

V. CONCLUSION

Enjoying the beauty and solitude of wilderness recreational areas in the United States is highly valued, yet fraught with inherent risks. While regulation cannot eliminate all risks, public bodies should look at preventive opportunities to reduce the risks to those who participate in wilderness activities, rather than focusing solely on crisis response. Creating SAR funds to reimburse organizations for SAR expenses, and provide funding for equipment and training

is a step in the right direction. However, public bodies must also allocate resources for PSAR programs tailored to the specific geography and proactively educate the public about wilderness safety, preparation, and self-sufficiency. The combination of self-funding and PSAR programming should reduce SAR incidents.